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 Prohibited commodities 

Gambling devices 
Ivory 

 
 
 DOCUMENTS 
General correspondence (business or private), plus:  
Airline tickets, issued/validated     Annual reports  
Artwork 
inc.drawings/proofs/layouts 

    Blueprints  

Cash letters (NI)     Charts/graphs  
Cheques, cancelled (NI)     Cheques, cashier (NI)  
Computer printouts     Credit cards (NI)  
Deeds     Documents, general business  
Invoices, not blank     Magazines, periodicals, 

journals  
[1]

Manuscripts     Maps  
Money orders (NI)     Music, printed or manuscript  
Newspapers     Passports  
Photographs  [2]   Photos as part of business 

reports 
 

Plans/drawings-architectural/ 
industrial /engineering  purpose 

    Price lists  

Publication not for public resale     Ship manifest-computer 
generated 

 

Shipping schedules     Visa applications  
      
1.  Maximum 5 kg; otherwise ship as WPX. 
2.  For personal use. 
 
 
 WORLDWIDE  PACKAGE  EXPRESS 
All invoices must be original Commercial Invoice. Proforma Invoices are 
unacceptable. All invoices must be signed and should state CIF value. Value 
must be in USD. Note following WPX restrictions: Wood/Wooden made 
products a INRENARE (import permit) needed.  
Alcoholic beverages  [1]   Animal products  [2]
Animal skins  [2]   Coffee  [2]
Coffee samples  [2]   Cologne and perfume  [1]
Communications equipment  [3]   Compact disc  [4]
Cosmetics  [1]   Cotton seed  [2]
Drugs: non-prescription  [1]   Drugs: prescription  [1]

Standard IFCO prohibitions plus:  



Foodstuffs  [2]   Grain samples  [2]
Parts, machine & electronic  [4]   Perishables  [2]
Plants  [2]   Samples, textile  [5]
Seeds  [2]   Shoes  [6]
Tea  [2]   Telecommunications 

equipment  
[4]

Tobacco  [7]     
  
1. Shipment requires Health Ministry Certificate and Sanitary Registry number 
upon arrival. Expect 3-4 days delay for clearance. USD 35.00 minimum broker 
charge for processing. Shipments from USD .01-5000.00 pay 35.00 . USD 
5001-10000 pay 55.00. Over USD 10001 pay 55.00 plus 0.15 CIF Value. 
2. Shipment must travel with copy of Import Certificate from Ministry of 
Agriculture; otherwise shipment will be seized on arrival and fines will be 
charged back to origin. Re-evaluation required regardless of value. Expect 3-4 
days for clearance. 
3. Permit issued by Ministry of Government and Justice. 
4. Commercial Invoice must be itemized. 
5. Commercial Invoice and AWB must read "not for sale/resale". 
6. Re-evaluation required regardless of declared value. Expect 3-4 days for 
clearance. 
7. Unprocessed: Prohibited. 
 
 
 
 Service Impact Notes 
 

All commercial invoices must state "I declare under oath that the 
information described above is truthful. This invoice is endorsed to DHL 
Panama S.A for importation processing.  

 
 
 
 
 
 Operation Notes 
 

All WPX shipments consigned to steamship must state "In Transit" and the 
vessel's name. . AWB and commerical invoice must not have corrections 
or typos. Not adhering to these regulations will result in fines ranging from 
USD 250.00 to USD 500.00. 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


